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Abstract
This data explosion driven by advancements in genomic research, such as high-throughput
sequencing techniques, is constantly challenging conventional methods used in genomics.
In parallel with the urgent demand for robust algorithms, deep learning has succeeded
in a variety of fields such as vision, speech, and text processing. Yet genomics entails
unique challenges to deep learning since we are expecting from deep learning a superhuman
intelligence that explores beyond our knowledge to interpret the genome. A powerful deep
learning model should rely on insightful utilization of task-specific knowledge. In this
paper, we briefly discuss the strengths of different deep learning models from a genomic
perspective so as to fit each particular task with a proper deep architecture, and remark on
practical considerations of developing modern deep learning architectures for genomics. We
also provide a concise review of deep learning applications in various aspects of genomic
research, as well as pointing out current challenges and potential research directions for
future genomics applications.
1. Introduction
Even since Watson et al. (1953) first interpreted DNA molecules as the physical medium
carrying genetic information, human beings have been striving to gather biological data
and decipher the biological processes guided by the genetic information. By the time of
2001, the Human Genome Project launched in 1990 had drafted the raw information of a
typical human genome (Lander et al., 2001). Many other genome projects, including FAN-
TOM (Kawai et al., 2001), ENCODE (Consortium et al., 2012), Roadmap Epigenomics
(Kundaje et al., 2015), were also launched in succession. These collaborative efforts made
an abundance of DNA data available and thus allowed a global perspective on the genome
of different species, leading to the prosperity of genomic research.
Genomic research aims to understand the genomes of different species. It studies the
roles assumed by multiple genetic factors and the way they interact with the surround-
ing environment under different conditions. In contrast to genetics that deals with limited
number of specific genes, genomics takes a global view that involves the entirety of genes
possessed by an organism (JAX, 2018). For example, a study of homo sapiens involves
searching through approximately 3 billion units of DNA, containing protein-coding genes,
RNA genes, cis-regulatory elements, long-range regulatory element, and transposable ele-
ments (Bae et al., 2015). In addition, genomics is becoming increasingly data-intensive with
the advancement in genomic research, such as the cost-effective next generation sequencing
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technology that produces the entire readout of DNA of an organism. This high-throughput
technology is made available by more than 1,000 sequencing centers cataloged by Omic-
sMaps1 on nearly every continent (Stephens et al., 2015). The vast trove of information
generated by genomic research provides a potential exhaustive resource for scientific study
with statistical methods. These statistical methods can be used to identify different types
of genomic elements, such as exons, introns, promoters, enhancers, positioned nucleosomes,
splice sites, untranslated region (UTR), etc. In addition to recognizing these patterns in
DNA sequences, models can take other genetic and genomic information as input to build
systems to help understand the biological mechanisms of underlying genes. A large va-
riety of data types are available, such as chromatin accessibility assays (e.g. MNase-seq,
DNase-seq, FAIRE), genomic assays (e.g. microarray, RNA-seq expression), transcription
factor (TF) binding ChIP-seq data, gene expression profiles, and histone modifications, etc
(Libbrecht, 2016). Most of these data are available through portals like GDC2, dbGaP3,
GEO4, just to name a few. Combination of various data can bring about deeper insights to
genes so as to help with researchers to locate the information of interests.
On the other hand, the development of deep learning methods has granted the compu-
tational power to resolve these complex research questions (LeCun et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2017d). Its success has already been demonstrated by the revolutionizing achievements in
the field of artificial intelligence, e.g., image recognition, object detection, audio recognition,
and natural language processing, etc. The boom of deep learning is supported by the suc-
cessive introduction of a variety of deep architectures, including autoencoders (Fukushima,
1975) and their variants, multilayer perceptron (MLP; Rumelhart et al., 1985; Svozil et al.,
1997), restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs; Hinton and Sejnowski, 1986), deep belief
networks (DBNs; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006), convolutional neural networks (CNN;
Fukushima and Miyake, 1982; LeCun et al., 1990), recurrent neural networks (RNN; Elman,
1990), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), and other
recent appearing architectures that will be introduced later in this article. The strong flex-
ibility and high accuracy of deep learning methods guarantee them sweeping superiority
over other existing methods on these classical tasks.
The intersection of deep learning methods and genomic research may lead to a profound
understanding of genomics that will benefit multiple fields including precision medicine
(Leung et al., 2016), pharmacy (i.e. drug design), and even agriculture, etc. Take medicine
for example, medical research and its applications such as gene therapies, molecular diag-
nostics, and personalized medicine could be revolutionized by tailoring high-performance
computing methods to analyzing available genomic datasets. Also, the process of developing
new drugs takes a long period and is usually very costly. To save time and cost, the general
approach taken by pharmaceutical companies is to try to match the candidate protein iden-
tified by researchers with their known drug molecules. (Mitchell, 2017). All these benefits
indicate the necessity of utilizing powerful and specially designed deep learning methods to
foster the development of genomics industry. This article aims to offer a concise overview
1. http://omicsmaps.com/
2. https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/
3. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap
4. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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of the current deep learning applications on genomic research, and, if possible, point out
promising directions of further applying deep learning in genomic study.
The rest of this article is organized as following: we first briefly introduce the genomic
study powered by deep learning characterized by deep learning architectures in Section 2,
with additional discussions offered in Section 3. Then we discuss in details about how deep
learning methods can help in genomic study by different application areas in Section 4,
which is followed by our summarization of the current challenges and potential research
directions in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Deep Learning Architectures: Genomic Perspective
Various deep learning algorithms have their own advantages to resolve particular types
of problem in genomic applications. For example, CNNs that are famous for capturing
features in image classification tasks have been widely adopted to automatically learn local
and global characterization of genomic data. RNNs that succeed in speech recognition
problems are skillful at handling sequence data and thus were mostly used to deal with
DNA sequence. Autoencoders are popular for both pre-training models and denoising or
pre-processing the input data. When designing deep learning models, researchers could take
advantages of these merits to efficiently extract reliable features and reasonably model the
biological process. This section will review some details on each type of deep architectures,
focusing on how each of their advantages can benefit the specific genomic research questions.
This article will not cover the standard introduction of deep learning methods, readers can
visit classical textbooks (e.g. Goodfellow et al., 2016) or concise tutorials (e.g. Wang et al.,
2017d) if necessary.
2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are one of the most successful deep learning models
for image processing owing to their outstanding capacity to analyze spatial information.
Early applications of CNNs in genomics relied on the fundamental building blocks of con-
volutional neural networks in computer vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) to extract features.
Zeng et al. (2016) described the adaptation of CNNs from the field of computer vision to
genomics as accomplished by comprehending a window of genome sequence as an image.
The highlight of convolutional neural networks is the dexterity of automatically per-
forming adaptive feature extraction during the training process. For instance, CNNs can
be applied to discover meaningful recurring patterns with small variances, such as genomic
sequence motifs. This makes CNNs suitable for motif identification and therefore binding
classification (Lanchantin et al., 2016a).
Recently CNNs have been shown to take a lead among current algorithms for solv-
ing several sequence-based problems. Alipanahi et al. (2015, DeepBind) and (Zeng et al.,
2016) successfully applied convolutional neural networks to model the sequence specificity of
protein binding. Zhou and Troyanskaya (2015, DeepSEA) developed a conventional three-
layer CNN model to predict from only genomic sequence the effects of non-coding variants.
Kelley et al. (2016, Basset) adopted a similar architecture to study functional activities of
DNA sequence.
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Though mulitple research has demenstrated the superiority of CNNs over other exist-
ing methods, inappropriate structure design would still result in the even poorer perfor-
mance than conventional models Zeng et al. (2016). Therefore, what lies in the center
for researchers to master and optimize the ability of CNNs is to skillfully match a CNN
architecture to each particular given task. To achieve this, researchers should have an in-
depth understanding of CNN architectures as well as take into considerations of biological
background. Zeng et al. (2016) developed a parameterized convolutional neural network to
conduct a systematic exploration of CNNs on two classification tasks, motif discovery and
motif occupancy. They performed hyper-parameter search using Mri5 and mainly exam-
ined the performance of nine variants of CNNs, and concluded that convolutional neural
networks are not necessary to be deep for motif discovery task as long as the structure is ap-
propriately designed. When applying convolutional neural networks in genomic, since deep
learning models are always over-parameterized, simply changing the network depth would
not account for much improvement of model performance. Researchers should pay more
attention to particular techniques that can be used in CNNs, such as the kernel size, the
number of feature map, the design of pooling or convolution kernels, the choice of window
size of input DNA sequences, etc., or include prior genomic information if possible.
2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
Known as the capability of processing the streams of data, recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
raised a surge of interest owning to the impressive results shown on challenging sequential
prediction problems such as natural language processing, language translation, speech recog-
nition, etc. RNNs outperform CNNs and other deep neural networks on sequential data
in the way they are able to model the ordering dependence in sequences by memorizing
long-range information through network loops. To be more specific, RNNs scan the input
sequences sequentially, feed both the previous hidden layer and current input segement as
the model input, so that the final output implicitly integrate both current and previous se-
quence information. Besides, Schuster and Paliwal (1997) proposed bidirectional recurrent
neural networks (BRNNs) for other scenarios where both past and future inputs matters.
The cyclic structure makes a seemingly shallow RNN over long-time prediction actually
very deep if unrolled in time. To resolve the problem of vanishing gradient rendered by this,
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) substituted the hidden units in RNNs with Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) units to truncate the gradient propagation appropriately. Cho et al.
(2014) introduced Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) with the similar propose.
Genomics data are typically sequential and often considered languages of biological na-
ture. Recurrent models are thus applicable in many scenarios. For example, Cao et al.
(2017b, ProLanGO) built a LSTM-based Neural Machine Translation, which converts the
task of protein function prediction to a language translation problem by understanding
protein sequences as the language of Gene Ontology terms. Bozˇa et al. (2017) developed
DeepNano for base calling, Quang and Xie (2016) proposed DanQ to quantify the function
of non-coding DNA, Sønderby et al. (2015) devised a convolutional LSTM networks to pre-
dict protein subcellular localization from protein sequences, etc. Another recent proposed
seq-to-seq RNN that is able to map a variable-length input sequence to another sequence or
5. https://github.com/Mri-monitoring/Mri-docs/blob/master/mriapp.rst
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fixed-size prediction is also promising for some genomic research. For instance, Busia et al.
(2016) applied the idea of seq-to-seq learning to their model for protein secondary structure
prediction to condition on previous predicted labels.
2.3 Autoencoders
Autoencoders, conventionally used as pre-processing tools to initialize the network weights,
have been extended to stacked autoencoders (SAEs; Bengio et al., 2007), denoising au-
toencoders (DAs; Vincent et al., 2008), contractive autoencoders (CAEs; Rifai et al., 2011),
etc. Now they have proved successful for feature extraction because of being able to learn
a compact representation of input through the encode-decode procedure. For example,
Gupta et al. (2015) applied stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAs) for gene clustering tasks.
They extracted features from data by forcing the learned representation resistant to a par-
tial corruption of the raw input. More examples can be found in Section 4.1.1. Besides,
autoencoders are also used for dimension reduction in gene expression, e.g. Tan et al. (2014,
2016, 2017). When applying autoencoders, one should be aware that the better reconstruc-
tion accuracy does not necessarily lead to model improvement (Rampasek and Goldenberg,
2017).
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), though named as ”autoencoders”, were rather devel-
oped as an approximate-inference method to model latent variables. Based on the structure
of autoencoders, Kingma and Welling (2013) added stochasticity to the encoded units and
added a penalty term encouraging the latent variables to produce a valid decoding. VAEs
aim to deal with the problems of which each data has a corresponding latent representation,
and are thus useful for genomic data, among which there are complex interdependencies.
For example, Rampasek and Goldenberg (2017) presented a two-step VAE-based models for
drug response prediction, which first predicts the post- from the pre-treatment state in an
unsupervised manner, then extends it to the final semi-supervised prediction. This model
was based on data from Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC; Yang et al., 2013)
and Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE; Barretina et al., 2012). Some other applications
can be found in Way and Greene (2017b), Way and Greene (2017a), etc.
2.4 Emergent Deep Architectures
As deep learning constantly showing successes in genomics, researchers are expecting from
deep learning higher accuracy than simply outperforming statistical or machine learning
methods. To this end, the vast majority of work nowadays approached genomic problems
from more advanced models beyond classic deep architectures, or employing hybrid models.
Here we review some examples of recent appearing deep architectures by which skillfully
modifying or combining classical deep learning models.
2.4.1 Beyond Classic Models
Most of these emergent architectures are of natural designs modified from classic deep learn-
ing models. Researchers began to leverage more genomic intuitions to fit each particular
problem with a more advanced and suitable model.
Motivated by the fact that protein folding is a progressive refinement (Min et al., 2017)
rather than an instantaneous process, Lena et al. (2012) designed DST-NNs for residue-
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residue contact prediction. It consists of a 3D stack of neural networks of which topological
structures (same input, hidden, and output layer sizes) are identical in each stack. Each level
of this stacked network can be regarded as a distinct contact predictor and can be trained in a
supervised matter to refine the predictions of the previous level, hence addressing the typical
problem of vanishing gradients in deep architectures. The spatial features in this deep
spatio-temporal architecture refer to the original model inputs, while temporal features are
gradually altered so as to progress to the upper layers. Angermueller et al. (2017, DeepCpG)
took advantage of two CNN sub-models and a fusion module to predict DNA methylation
states. The two CNN sub-models take different inputs and thus focus on disparate purposes.
CpG module accounts for correlations between CpG sites within and across cells, while
DNA module detects informative sequence patterns (motifs). Then the fusion module can
integrate higher-level features derived from two low-level modules to make predictions.
Instead of subtle modifications or combinations, some works focused on the depth trying to
improve the model performance by designing even deeper architectures. Wang et al. (2017e)
developed an ultra-deep neural network consists of two deep residual neural networks to
predict protein contacts from a sequence of amino acids. Each of the two residual nets in this
model has it particular function. A series of 1D convolutional transformations are designed
for extracting sequential features (e.g., sequence profile, predicted secondary structure and
solvent accessibility). The 1D output is converted to a 2D matrix by an operation similar
to outer product and merged with pairwise features (e.g., pairwise contact, co-evolution
information and distance potential). Then they are together fed into the second residual
network, which consists of a series of 2D convolutional transformations. The combination
of these two disparate residual nets makes possible a novel approach to integrate sequential
features and pairwise features in one model.
2.4.2 Hybrid Architectures
The fact that each type of deep neural networks has its own strength inspires researchers to
develop hybrid architectures that could well utilize the potentials of multiple deep learning
architectures. DanQ (Quang and Xie, 2016) is a hybrid convolutional and recurrent deep
neural network for predicting the function of non-coding DNA directly from sequence alone.
DNA sequence is input as the one-hot representation of four bases to a simple convolutional
neural network with the purpose of scanning motif sites. Motivated by the fact that the
motifs can be determined to some extent by the spatial arrangements and frequencies of
combinations of DNA sequences (Quang and Xie, 2016), the purported motifs learned by
CNN are then feed into a BLSTM. Similar convolutional-recurrent design were further
discussed by Lanchantin et al. (2016b, Deep GDashboard). They demonstrated how to
understand three deep architectures: convolutional, recurrent, and convolutional-recurrent
networks, and verified the validity of the features generated automatically by the model
through visualization techniques. They argued that a CNN-RNN architecture outperforms
CNN or RNN alone based on their experimental results on a transcription factor binding
(TFBS) site classification task. The feature visualization achieved by Deep GDashboard
indicated that CNN-RNN architecture are able to model both motifs as well as dependencies
among them. Sønderby et al. (2015) added a convolutional layer between the raw data and
LSTM input to address the problem of protein sorting or subcellular localization. In total
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there are three types of models proposed and compared in the paper, a vanilla LSTM, an
LSTM with attention model used in hidden layer, and the ensemble of ten vanilla LSTMs.
They achieved higher accuracy than previous benchmark models in predicting subcellular
location of proteins from DNA sequences while no human-engineered features involved.
Almagro Armenteros et al. (2017) proposed a bybrid integration of RNN, BLSTM, attention
mechanism and a fully connected layer for protein subcellular localization prediction; each
of the four modules is designed for specific purpose. These hybird models are increasingly
favored by recent research, e.g. Singh et al. (2016b).
3. Deep Learning Architectures: Insights and Remarks
Applications of deep learning in genomic problems have fully proven its power. Although
the pragmatism of deep learning is surprisingly successful, this method suffers from lacking
the physical transparency to be well interpreted so as to better assist the understanding of
genomic problems. What auspicious in genomic research is that researchers have done lots
of work to visualize and interpret their deep learning models. Besides, it is also constructive
to take into additional considerations beyond the choice of deep learning architectures. In
this section, we review some visualization techniques that bring about insights into deep
learning architectures, and add remarks on model design that might be conductive to real-
world applications.
3.1 Model Interpretation
People are expecting deep netwroks to success not only in predicting results, but also in
identifying meaningful DNA sequence signals and giving further insights into the problems
being solved. The interpretability of a model appears to be crucial when it comes to
application. However, the technology of deep learning has exploded not only in prediction
accuracy but also in complexity as well. Connections among network units so are convoluted
that the information is widespread through out the network and thus perplexing to be
captured (Castelvecchi, 2016). People are carrying out efforts to remedy this pitfall since
prediction accuracy alone does not guarantee the deep architectures a better choice over
traditional statistical or machine learning methods in application.
Image classification field is where people started deciphering deep networks. Zeiler and Fergus
(2014) gave insights into the function of intermediate features by mapping hidden layers back
to input through deconvolution, a technique described in that paper. Simonyan et al. (2013)
linearly approximate the network by first-order Taylor expansion and obtained Saliency
Maps from a ConvNet by projecting back from the dense layers of the network. People also
searched for an understanding of genes by deep networks. Denas and Taylor (2013) managed
to pass the model knowledge back into the input space through the inverse of the activa-
tion function, so that biologically-meaningful patterns can be highlighted. Lanchantin et al.
(2016b, Dashboard) adopted Saliency Maps to measure nucleotide importance. Their work
provided a series of visualization techniques to detect motifs, or sequence patterns from
deep learning models, and went further to discuss about the features extracted by CNNs
and RNNs. Similarly, Alipanahi et al. (2015) visualized the sequence specificities deter-
mined by DeepBind through mutation maps that indicate the effect of variations on bound
sequences. Note that works conducted appropriately by classic models do not need addi-
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tional techniques to visualize features, e.g. Pa¨rnamaa and Parts (2017) trained a 11-layer
CNN for prediction protein subcellular localization from microscopy images, and easily
interpreted their model by features at different layers.
These work took promising steps in direction of uncovering the mystery of deep neural
networks. Since people have been long aware of the necessity of model interpretation,
recent works of deep learning applications usually proposed proper visualization strategies
aligned with the model, e.g., Min et al. (2016), Singh et al. (2016a), Mikolov et al. (2013b),
Sønderby et al. (2015), Riesselman et al. (2017).
3.2 Transfer Learning and Multitask Learning
The concept of transfer learning is naturally motivated by human intelligence that peo-
ple can apply the knowledge that has already been acquired to address newly encountered
problems. Transfer learning is such a framework that allows deep learning to adapt the
previously-trained model to exploit a new but relevant problem more effectively (Lu et al.,
2015). It has been successfully applied to other fields, such as language processing (Cires¸an et al.,
2012) or audio-visual recogniation (Moon et al., 2014). Readers could find surveys on trans-
fer learning by Pan and Yang (2010) or Weiss et al. (2016). In addition, multitask learning
is an approach that inductively share knowledge among multiple tasks. By learning related
tasks in parallel while using shared architectures, what is learned by a single task can be
auxiliary to those related. An overview of multitask learning, which especially focuses on
neural networks, can be found in Ruder (2017). Widmer and Ra¨tsch (2012) briefly discussed
multitask learning from a biological perspective.
Early adaptation of transfer learning in genomics was based on machine learing methods
such as SVMs (Schweikert et al., 2009; Mei, 2013; Xu and Yang, 2011). Recent works have
also involved deep learning. For example, Zhang et al. (2016) developed a CNN model to
analyze gene expression images for automatic controlled vocabulary (CV) term annotation.
They pre-trained their model on ImageNet6 to extract general features at different scales,
then fine-tuned the model by multitask learning to capture CV term-specific discrimina-
tive information. Liu et al. (2016a) developed an iterative PEDLA to predict enhancers
across multiple human cells and tissues. They first pre-trained PEDLA on data derived
from any cell type/tissue an unsupervised manner, then iteratively fine-tuned the model
on a subsequent cell type/tissue supervisedly, using the trained model of the previous cell
type/tissue as initialization. Cohn et al. (2018) transferred deep CNN parameters between
networks trained on different species/datasets for enhancer identification. Qin and Feng
(2017, TFImpute) adopted a CNN-based multi-task learning setting to borrow information
across TFs and cell lines to predict cell-specific TF binding for TF-cell line combinations
from only a small portion of available ChIP-seq data. They were able to predict TFs in
new cell types by models trained unsupervisedly on TFs where ChIP-seq data are avail-
able, which took a right step in the direction of developing domain transfer model across cell
types. Qi et al. (2010) proposed a semi-supervised multi-task framework for protein-protein
interaction (PPI) predictions. They applied the MLP classifier trained supervisedly to per-
form an auxiliary task that leverages partially labeled examples. The loss of the auxiliary
task is add to MLP loss so that two tasks can be jointly optimized. Wang et al. (2017b)
6. http://www.image-net.org/
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worked on the same problem by introducing a multi-task convolutional network models for
representation learning. Zhou and Troyanskaya (2015) incorporated multitask approach for
noncoding-variant effects prediction on chromatin by jointly learn across diverse chromatin
factors.
The idea of sharing information learnt across multiple related tasks (transfer learning) or
sub-tasks (multitask learning) could extend the power of limited data, especially for genomic
data that is costly to obtain. Transfer learning have also been adopted tackle the class-
imbalanced problem (Al-Stouhi and Reddy, 2016). Also, since it is usually time-consuming
to train and tune a deep learning model, transfer learning might appears to be encouraging
if well applied to set up a systematical structure for efficient modeling particular types of
genomic problems.
3.3 Multi-view Learning
As the current technology has made available data from multi-platform or multi-view inputs
with heterogeneous feature sets, multi-view deep learning appears to be an encouraging di-
rection for future deep learning research which exploits information across the datasets, cap-
turing their high level associations for prediction, clustering as well as handling incomplete
data. Readers can visit Li et al. (2016c) for a survey on multi-view methods if interested.
In many applications, we can approach the same problem from different types of data, such
as in computer visions when audio and video data are both available (Kidron et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2017c). Genomics is an area where data of various types can be assimilated
naturally. For example, abundant types of genomic data (e.g., DNA methylation, gene ex-
pression, miRNA expression data) for the same set of tumor samples have been made avail-
able by the state-of-the-art high-throughput sequencing technologies (Liang et al., 2015).
Therefore, it is natural to think of leveraging multi-view information in genomics to achieve
a better prediction than that of a single view. Gligorijevic´ and Przˇulj (2015) and Li et al.
(2016b) reviewed some methods for multi-view biological data integration with instructive
considerations.
Multi-view learning can be achieved by, for example, concatenating features, ensemble
methods, or multi-modal learning (selecting specific deep networks, as sub-networks of the
main model, for each view, then integrate them in higher layers), just to name a few. Pre-
viously mentioned ultra-deep neural network (Wang et al., 2017e) is a case in point, where
it adopted 1D and 2D convolutional neural networks respectively to for sequential features
and spatial features. Liang et al. (2015) proposed a multi-modal DBN to integrate gene ex-
pression, DNA methylation, miRNA, and drug response data to cluster cancer patients and
define cancer subtypes. Their stacked gaussian restricted boltzmann machines (gRBM) are
trained by contrastive divergence, differennt modalities are integrated via stacking hidden
layers, and common features are effused from inherent features derived from multiple single
modalities. More examples can be found in Pan and Shen (2017), Zhang et al. (2015), etc.
4. Genomic Applications
In this section, we review several aspects of genomic problems that can be approached from
deep learning methods and discuss how deep learning move forward these fields.
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4.1 Gene expression
Gene expression is a highly regulated process by which the genetic instructions in DNA are
converted into a functional products such as proteins and other molecules, and also respond
to the changing environment accordingly. Namely, genes encode protein synthesis, and self-
regulate the functions of the cell by adjusting the amount and type of proteins it produce
(Nature, 2010). Here we review some research that applied deep learning to analyze how
gene expression is regulated.
4.1.1 Gene expression Characterization
Increasing number of genome-wide gene expression assays for different species have become
available in public databases, e.g. the Connectivity Map (CMap) project was launched
to create a reference collection of gene expression profiles that can be used to identify
functionally connected molecules (Lamb et al., 2006), these databases greatly facilitated the
computational models for biological interpretation of these data. At the same time, recent
works have suggested the better performance obtained by deep learning models on gene
expression data; Urda et al. (2017) used a deep learning approach to outperform LASSO in
analyzing RNA-Seq gene expression profiles data.
The empirical results of early works that applied principal component analysis (PCA)
on gene expression data to capture cluster structure have showed that this mathemat-
ical tool was not effective enough to allow some complicated biological considerations
(Yeung and Ruzzo, 2001). Also, since the reliability of the cross-experiment datasets are
limited by technical noise and unmatched experiment conditions (Tan et al., 2017), re-
searchers are considering the denosing and enhancement of the available data instead of
directly finding principal components.
Denoising autoencoders came in hand since it do not merely retain the information of
raw data, but also generalize meaningful and important properties of the input distribution
across all input samples. Even shallow denoising autoencoders can been proven effective in
extracting biological insights. Danaee et al. (2017) adopted stacked denoising autoencoders
(SDEs) to detect functional features in breast cancer from gene expression profiles data.
Tan et al. (2014, ADAGE) presented an unsupervised approach that effectively applied SDA
to capture key biological principles in breast cancer data. ADAGE is an open-source project
for extracting relevant patterns from large-scale gene expression datasets. Tan et al. (2016)
further improved ADAGE to successfully extract both clinical and molecular features. To
build better signatures that more consistent with biological pathways and enhance model
robustness, Tan et al. (2017) developed an ensemble ADAGE (eADAGE) to integrate stable
signatures across models. These three similar works were all experimented on Pseudomonas
aeruginosa gene expression data. In addition, Gupta et al. (2015) demonstrated the efficacy
of using the enhanced data by multi-layer denoising autoencoders to cluster yeast expres-
sion microarrays into known modules representing cell cycle processes. Motivated by the
hierarchical organization of yeast transcriptomic machinery, Chen et al. (2016b) adopted a
four-layered autoencoder network with each layer accounting for a specific biological process
in gene expression. This work also introduced sparsity into autoencoders. Edges of denois-
ing autoencoders over principle component analysis (PCA) and independent component
analysis (ICA) were clearly illustrated in aforementioned works.
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Some other works moved to variational inference in autoencoders, which is assumed to
be more skillful to capture the internal dependencies among data. Way and Greene (2017a)
trained VAE-based models to reveal the underlying patterns in the pathways of gene ex-
pression, and compared the their three VAE architectures to other dimensionality reduction
techniques, including the aforementioned ADAGE (Tan et al., 2014). Dincer et al. (2018)
introduced the DeepProfile, a framework featuring VAE, to extract latent variables that are
predictive for acute myeloid leukemia from expression data. Sharifi-Noghabi et al. (2018)
proposed Deep Genomic Signature (DGS), a pair of VAEs that are trained over unlabelled
and labelled data separately from expression data for predicting metastasis.
Another thread for utilizing deep learning to characterize gene expression is to describe
the pairwise relationship. Wang et al. (2017b) showed that CNN can be seen as an effective
replacement for the frequently used Pearson correlation applied to pair of genes, therefore
they built a multi-task CNN that can consider the information of GO semantics and interac-
tion between genes together to extract higher level representations of gene pairs for further
classification task, which is further extended by two shared-parameter networks (Cao et al.,
2017a).
4.1.2 Gene expression Prediction
Deep learning approaches for gene expression prediction have outperformed other existing
algorithms. For example, Chen et al. (2016c) presented a three-layer feed-forward neural
network for gene expressions prediction of selected landmark genes achieved better perfor-
mance than linear regression. This model, D-GEX, is of the multi-task setting and was
tested on two types of expression data, the microarrays and RNA-Seqs. Xie et al. (2017)
showed that their deep model based on MLP and SDAs outperformed Lasso and Random
Forests in prediction gene expression quantifications from SNP genotypes.
When making predictions from gene sequences, deep learning models have been shown
fruitful in identifying the context-specific roles of local DNA-sequence elements, then the fur-
ther inferred regulatory rules can be used to predict expression patterns (Beer and Tavazoie,
2004). Successful prediction usually rely much on proper utilization of biological knowledge.
Therefore, it could be more efficient to pre-analyze the contextual information in DNA se-
quences than directly making prediction. Deep learning models could refer to two early
machine learning works that applies Bayesian networks to predict gene expression were
based on their learned motifs (Beer and Tavazoie, 2004; Yuan et al., 2007).
In most applications, the powerful of deep learning algorithm is paled by biological
restrictions. Therefore, instead of only using sequence information, combing epigenetic data
into the model might add to explanatory power of the model. For example, the correlation
between histon modifications and gene regulation was suggested experimentally in Lim et al.
(2009), Cain et al. (2011) and Dong and Weng (2013), and has already been studied in
some machine learning works before (Karlic´ et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2011; Dong et al.,
2012; Ho et al., 2015). Singh et al. (2016a) presented DeepChrome, a unified discriminative
framework stacking a MLP on top of a CNN, and achieved an average AUC of 0.8 in
binary classification task that predicts high or low of gene expression level. The input
was seperated into bins so as to discover the combinatorial interactions among different
histone modification signals. The learned region representation is then fed into a MLP
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classifier that maps to gene expression levels. In addition, Singh et al. (2016a, DeepChrome)
visualized high-order combinatorial to make the model interpretable. Other examples of
epigenetic information that can be utilized in gene expression prediction tasks include DNA
methylation, miRNA, chromatin features, etc.
Generative models were also adopted due to the ability to capture high-order, latent
correlations. For example, to explore hypothetical gene expression profiles under various
types of molecular and genetic perturbation, Way and Greene (2017b) trained a VAE on The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA; Weinstein et al., 2013) pan-cancer RNA-seq data to capture
biologically-relevant features. They have another previous work that evaluates VAEs of
different architectures, provided with comparison among VAEs, PCA, ICA, non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) and aforementioned ADGAE (Way and Greene, 2017a).
4.2 Regulatory Genomics
Gene expression regulation is the cellular process that controls the expression level of gene
products (RNA or protein) to be high or low. It increases the versatility of an organism
so as to allow it to react towards and adapt to the surrounding environment. The under-
lying interdependencies behind the sequences limit the flexibility of conventional methods,
but deep networks that could model over-representation of sequence information have the
potentials to allow regulatory motifs to be identified according to their target sequences.
4.2.1 Promoters and Enhancers
The most efficient way of gene expression regulation for an organism is at the transcriptional
level, which occurs at the early stage of gene regulation. Enhancers and promoters are two
of most well characterized types functional elements in the regions of non-coding DNA,
which belong to cis-regulatory elements (CREs). Readers can visit Wasserman and Sandelin
(2004) and Li et al. (2015a) for review of early approaches for identification of CREs.
Promoters locate near the transcription start sites of genes and thereby initiate tran-
scription of particular genes. Conventional algorithms still perform poorly on promoter
prediction, while the prediction is always accompanied with a high false positive rate
(Fickett and Hatzigeorgiou, 1997). The compensate for sensitivity is usually achieved at
the cost of specificity, and render the methods not accurate enough for applications. One
initial work by Horton and Kanehisa (1992) applied neural networks to predict E. coli
promoter sites and provided a comparison of neural networks versus statistical methods.
Matis et al. (1996) also applied neural networks to promoter recognition, albeit assisted
with some rules which use the gene context information predicted by GRAIL. These early
works of deep learning models was not noticeable enough to demonstrate a clear edge over
the weight matrix matching methods. One recent study by Umarov and Solovyev (2017)
used a CNN with no more than three layers well demonstrated the superiority of CNN over
conventional methods in promoter recognition of five distant organism.Their trained model
has been implemented as a web application called CNNProm. A more latest CNN-based
model for enhancer prediction applied transfer learning setting on different species/datasets
(Cohn et al., 2018). Another highlight of their work lies the design of adversarial training
data.
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PEDLA was developed by Liu et al. (2016a) as an algorithmic framework for enhancer
prediction based on deep learning. It is able to directly learn from heterogeneous and
class-imbalanced data an enhancer predictor that can be generalized across multiple cell
types/tissues. The model has an embedded mechanism to handle class-imbalanced problem
in which the prior probability of each class is directly approximated from the training data.
PEDLA was first trained on 9 types of data in H1 cells, then further extended with an
iterative scheme that manages to generalize the predictor across various cell types/tissues.
PEDLA was also compared with and outperformed some of the most typical methods for
predicting enhancers.
Min et al. (2016, DeepEnhancer) adopted CNNs that surpass previous sequence-based
SVM methods on the task of identifying enhancers from background genomic sequences.
They compared different designs of CNNs and concluded the effectiveness of max-pooling
and batch normalization for improving classification accuracy, while they also pointed out
that simply increasing the depth of deep architectures is not useful if being inappropriately
designed. Their final model was fine-tuned on ENCODE cell type-specific enhancer datasets
from the model trained on the FANTOM5 permissive enhancer dataset by applying transfer
learning.
Yang et al. (2017) showed the possibility of predicting enhancers with DNA sequence
alone with the presentation of BiRen, a hybrid of CNN and RNN. While demonstrating the
possibility, there seems to be room to improve BiRen with the techniques that enables deep
learning over heterogenity data (e.g. see Section 5.1.3) since BiRen still exhibits weaker
predictive performance in comparison to the methods that consider the cell-type-/tissue-
specific enhancer markers explicitly.
Deep Feature Selection (DFS) is an attempt took by Li et al. (2015b) to introduce
sparsity to deep architectures. Conventionally, the sparseness is achieved by adding a
regularization term (e.g., LASSO, Elastic Net). Li et al. (2015b) took a novel approach
by which they can automatically select an active subset of features at the input level to
reduce the feature dimension. This is implemented as an additional sparse one-to-one
(point-wise product) linear layer between the input data and the input layer of main model.
DFS is widely applicable to different deep architectures. For example, Li et al. (2015b)
demonstrated MLP based DFS (shallow DFS), DNNs based DFS (Deep DFS), and pointed
out that when back-propagation does not perform well for deep networks, people can resort
to stacked contractive autoencoder (ScA) and DBN based DFS models that pre-trained
layer-wisely in a greedy way before fine-tuned by back-propagation. The author developed
an open source package of DFS and illustrated the superiority of DFS over Elastic Net
and Random Forest in identification of enhancers and promoters. Li et al. (2016a) further
implemented a supervised deep learning package named DECRES, a feed-forward neural
network based on DFS, for genome-wide detection of regulatory regions.
Enhancer-promoter interaction predictions are always based on non-sequence features
from functional genomic signals. Singh et al. (2016b, SPEID) proposed the first deep learn-
ing approach to infer enhancer-promoter interactions genome-wide from only sequence-
based features, as well as the locations of putative enhancers and promoters in a specific
cell type. Their model was demonstrated to be superior to DeepFinder, which is based on
machine learning (Whalen et al., 2016). This hybrid model consists of two parts. The first
part accounts for the differences of underlying features that could be learned between en-
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hancers and promoters, and thus treats enhancers and promoters separately at input by two
branches, where each branch is a one-layer CNN followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation layer. The second part is a LSTM that is responsible for identifying informative
combinations of the extracted subsequence features. Their work provided insights into the
long-range gene regulation determined from the sequences.
The last point we want to highlight in this part is the class-imbalanced datasets, a com-
mon problem for enhancer or promoter identification (Firpi et al., 2010; Kleftogiannis et al.,
2014). Steps taken to resolve this problem will be discussed later in Section 5.1.1, e.g.
Liu et al. (2016a) and Singh et al. (2016b).
4.2.2 Splicing
Splicing refers to the editing of pre-messenger RNA so as to produce a mature messenger
RNA (mRNA) that can be translated into a protein. This process effectively add up to the
diversity of protein isoforms. Predicting ”splicing code” aims to understand how splicing
regulate and manifest the functional changes of proteins, and is crucial for understanding
different ways of how proteins are produced.
Initial machine learning attempts included naive Bayes model (Barash et al., 2010)
and two-layer Bayesian neural network (Xiong et al., 2011) that utilized over a thousand
sequence-based features. Early applic ations of neural networks in regulatory genomics
simply replaced a classical machine learning approach with a deep model. For example,
Xiong et al. (2015) adopted a fully connected feed-forward neural network trained on exon
skipping events in the genome that can predict splicing regulation for any mRNA sequence.
They applied their model to analyze more than half a million mRNA splicing code for human
genome, and discovered many new disease-causing candidates while thousands of known
disease-causing mutations being successfully identified. This is a case where high perfor-
mance mainly results from a proper data source rather than a descriptive model design.
Lee and Yoon (2015) presented DBN-based approach that is capable of dealing with class-
imbalanced data to predict splice sites while also identify non-Canonical splice sites. They
also proposed a new training method called boosted contrastive divergence with categorical
gradients, and showed by their experiments its ability to improve prediction performance
and shorten runtime compared to contrastive divergence or other methods.
In many cases happens the phenomenon of alternative splicing. That is, a single gene
might end up coding for multiple unique proteins by varying the exon composition of the
same mRNA during splicing process. This is a key post-transcriptional regulatory mecha-
nism that affects gene expression and contributes to proteomic diversity (Juan-Mateu et al.,
2016). Leung et al. (2014) developed a DNN model containing three hidden layers to pre-
dict alternative splicing patterns in individual tissues, as well as across-tissue differences.The
hidden variables of the model are designed to include cellular context (tissue types) infor-
mation to extract genomic features. This is one of the initial works that adapt deep learning
for splicing prediction. A recent work by Jha et al. (2017) based on previously developed
BNN (Xiong et al., 2011) and DNN (Leung et al., 2014) models to design an integrative
deep learning models for alternative splicing. They viewed previous work as the baseline on
their original dataset, and further developed these models by integrating additional types
of experimental data (e.g. tissue type) and proposed a new target function. Their mod-
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els are able to identify splicing regulators and their putative targets, as well as infer the
corresponding regulatory rules directly from the genomic sequence.
4.2.3 Transcription Factors and RNA-binding Proteins
Transcription factors (TFs) refer to proteins that bind to promoters and enhancers on DNA
sequence, and RNA-binding proteins, as the name suggested, are both crucial regulatory
elements in biological processes. Current high-throughput sequencing techniques for select-
ing candidate binding targets for certain TFs are restricted by the low efficiency and high
cost Ching et al. (2017). Researchers seeking for computational approaches for TF binding
sites prediction on DNA sequences initially utilized consensus sequences or its alternative,
position weight matrices (Stormo, 2000). Later machine learning methods SVM using k-
mer features (Ghandi et al., 2014), (Setty and Leslie, 2015) surpassed previous generative
models.
Many existing deep learning methods approach transcription factor binding site (TFBS)
prediction tasks through convolutional kernels. Alipanahi et al. (2015, DeepBind) have
showed successful using CNN models in large scale problem of TFBS tasks. Chen et al.
(2017) combined the advantage of representation learning from CNN and the explicity of
reproducing kernel Hilbert space to introduce the Convolutional Kernel Networks to pre-
dict transcription factor binding site with interpretibility. Zeng et al. (2016) conducted a
systematic analysis of CNN architectures for predicting DNA sequence binding sites based
on large transcription factor datasets. Lanchantin et al. (2016b) further explored CNNs,
RNNs and the combination of the two in the task of TFBS with comprehensive discussion
and visualization techniques. Admittedly that CNNs can well capture most sequential and
spatial features in DNA sequences, but recurrent networks as well as bidirectional recurrent
networks are useful when accounting for motifs in both directions of the sequence. Motivated
by the symmetry of double-stranded DNA, which means that identical patterns may appear
on one DNA strand and its reverse complement, Shrikumar et al. (2017) proposed a tradi-
tional convolution-based model which shares parameters of forward and reverse-complement
versions of the same DNA sequences, and have shown robust on in vivo TFBS prediction
tasks using chromatin ChIP-seq data. This is a novel work that tailors conventional neural
network to consider motifs through bidirectional characterizations.
In addition to convolutional neural networks, which proved powerful as long as being
appropriately designed according to the specific problem, some other approaches deal with
the different feature extraction or multiple data sources. Cross-source data usually shares
common knowledge at a higher abstraction level beyond the basic observation, and thus
need to be further integrated by the model. Zhang et al. (2015) proposed a multi-modal
deep belief network that is capable of automatic extraction of structural features from RNA
sequences; they first successfully introduce tertiary structural features of RNA sequences to
improve prediction of RNA-binding proteins interaction sites. Another multi-modal deep
learning model for the same purpose was developed by Pan and Shen (2017, iDeep). This
model consists of DBNs and CNNs to integrate lower-level representations extracted from
different data sources. Cao and Zhang (2017, gkm-DNN) based on gapped k-mers frequency
vectors (gkm-fvs) to extract informative features. The gkm-fvs after normalization are taken
as input for a multi-layer perceptron model trained by the standard error back-propagation
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algorithm and mini-batch stochastic gradient descent. By taking advantages of both gapped
k-mer methods and deep learning, gkm-DNN achieved overall better performance compared
with gkm-SVM. Qin and Feng (2017, TFImpute) proposed a CNN-based model that utilizes
domain adaptation methods, which discussed more detailed in Section 3.2, to predict TFs in
new cell types by models trained unsupervisedly on TFs where ChIP-seq data are available.
4.3 Functional Genomics
4.3.1 Mutations and Functional Activities
One of the shortcomings of previous approaches for predicting the functional activities from
DNA sequences is the insufficient utilization of positional information. Though Ghandi et al.
(2014) upgraded the k-mer method by introducing an alternative gapped k-mers method
(gkm-SVM), the improvement is not remarkable since the DNA sequence is still simply
represented as vectors of k-mer counts without considering the position of each segment in
the sequence. Though position-specific sequence kernels exist, they map the sequence into
much higher dimension space and are thus not efficient enough (Kelley et al., 2016).
In contrast to conventional methods, deep learning methods such as CNNs naturally
account for positional relationships between sequence signals and are computational effi-
cient. Kelley et al. (2016, Basset) presented an open-source CNN-based package trained
on genomics data of 164 cell types, and remarkably improved the prediction for functional
activities of DNA sequences. Basset enables researchers to perform the single sequencing
assay and annotate mutations in the genome with present chromatin accessibility learned at
the same time. Zhou and Troyanskaya (2015, DeepSEA) contributed another open-source
deep convolutional network for predicting from only genomic sequence the functional roles
of non-coding variants on histone modifications, TFBS, and DNA accessibility of sequences
with high nucleotide resolution.
The effects of mutations are usually predicted by site independent or pairwise models,
but these approaches do not sufficiently model higher-order dependencies. Riesselman et al.
(2017, DeepSequence) took a generative approach to tract mutation effects that are beyond
pairwise by biologically-motivated beyasian deep latent networks. They introduced latent
variables on which DNA depend, and visualized model parameters to illustrate the structural
proximity and amino acid correlations captured by DeepSequence.
4.3.2 Subcellular Localization
Subcellular localization is to predict the subcellular compartment a protein resides in the
cell from its biological sequence. In order to interact with each other, proteins need to
at least temporarily inhabit physically adjacent compartments, therefore, the knowledge
of protein location sheds light on where a protein might function as well as what other
proteins it might interact with (Shatkay et al., 2007). Most previous methods rely on the
support vector machines, and involve hand-generated features. For example, Shatkay et al.
(2007, SherLoc) integrated different sequence and text-based features, and Pierleoni et al.
(2006, BaCelLo) developed a hierarchy of binary SVMs. Meinken et al. (2012) reported
on previous tools and Wan and Mak (2015) covered the machine learning approaches for
subcellular localization.
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Some early deep learning works have shifted from SVMs to neural networks, such as
Emanuelsson et al. (2000) and Hawkins and Bode´n (2006). Mooney et al. (2011) based
on a N-to-1 neural network to develop a subcellular localization predictor (SCLpred).
Sønderby et al. (2015) adopted LSTM to predict protein subcellular locations from only
sequence information with a high accuracy. They further enhanced the model by adding
a convolutional filters before LSTM as a motif extractor, and introducing the attention
mechanism that forces the LSTM to focus on particular segments of the protein. The valid-
ity of their convolutional filters and attention mechanisms were visualized in experiments.
Almagro Armenteros et al. (2017) proposed similar integrative hybrid model DeepLoc con-
sisting of four modules, including CNN, BLSTM, attention scheme and q fully connected
dense layer.
High-throughput microscopy images are a rich source of biological data remain to be
better exploited. One of the important utilization of microscopy images is the automatic
detection of the cellular compartment. Pa¨rnamaa and Parts (2017, DeepYeast) devised
an eleven-layer deep model for fluorescent protein subcellular localization classification in
yeast cells, of which eight convolutional layers are succeeded by three fully connected layers.
Internal outputs of the model are visualized and interpreted from the perspective of im-
age characteristics. The author concluded that low-level network functions as basic image
feature extractor, while higher layers account for separating localization classes.
4.4 Structural Genomics
4.4.1 Structural Classification of Proteins
Proteins usually share structural similarities with other proteins, among some of which have
a common evolutionary origin (Lo Conte et al., 2000). Classification of protein structure
can be tracked back to 1970s aiming to comprehend the process of protein folding and
protein structure evolution (Andreeva and Murzin, 2010). Grouping proteins into structural
or functional categories also facilitate the understanding of increasing number of newly
sequenced genome.
Early methods for similarity measures mostly rely on sequence properties (i.e. alignment-
based), such as FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988), BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990), or
PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997), and were then upgraded by leveraging profiles derived
from multiple sequence alignments and position-specific scoring matrices (PSSM) in addi-
tion to raw sequences (Rangwala and Karypis, 2005), or discriminative models like SVM
(Liao and Noble, 2003). For example, Cang et al. (2015) adopted SVM with a topologi-
cal approach utilizing persistent homology to extract features for classification of protein
domains and superfamilies. Other top-performing deep learning works also rely on pro-
tein homology detection (one can visit Chen et al. (2016a) for a review) to deduce the 3D
structure or function of a protein from its amino acid sequence. Hochreiter et al. (2007)
suggested a model-based approach which uses LSTM for homology detection. Their model
makes similarity measures such as BLOSUM or PAM matrices not a priori fixed, but instead
suitably learned by LSTM with regard to each specific classification task. Liu et al. (2017,
ProDec-BLSTM) conducted a similar work on protein remote homology detection, showed
an improvement using BLSTM instead of LSTM (Hochreiter et al., 2007). One drawback
of homology based approaches for fold recognition is the lack of direct relationship between
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the protein sequence and the fold, since current methods substantially rely on the fold of
known template protein to classify the fold of new proteins (Hou et al., 2017). Therefore,
Hou et al. (2017, DeepSF) proposed a deep 1D CNN for fold classification directly from
protein sequences.
There are also some works base on available gene function annotation vocabularies
(e.g. Gene Ontology (Park et al., 2005)) to perform protein classification (Ashburner et al.,
2000). By Similar motivation, BioVec (Asgari and Mofrad, 2015) was designed as a deep
learning method to compute a distributed representation of biological sequences with general
genomic applications such as protein family classification. Each sequence is embedded in a
high-dimension vector by BioVec, then the classification of protein families can reduced to
a simple classification task.
4.4.2 Protein Secondary Structure
Protein secondary structure refers to the 3D form of local segments of proteins, which is
informative for studying protein structure, function as well as evolution. The protein SS is
traditionally subdivided into 3 states (Pauling et al., 1951), or alternatively, 8 fine-grained
states by DSSP algorithm (Kabsch and Sander, 1983). To evaluate the model performance
for aforementioned 3-state or 8-state prediction, Q3 or Q8 accuracy are always calculated,
which represents the percentage of correctly predicted secondary conformation of amino acid
residues. An alternative measure for 3-state prediction is the segment of overlap (SOV) score
(Zemla et al., 1999). The resonable goal of SS prediction is suggested by Rost et al. (1994)
as a Q3 accuracy above 85%.
Before deep learning became popular for protein SS prediction, machine learning ap-
proaches including probabilistic graphical models (Schmidler et al., 2000; Maaten et al.,
2011; Chu et al., 2004), hidden Markov models (Maaten et al., 2011) and SVMs (Hua and Sun,
2001; Kim and Park, 2003; Ward et al., 2003) were widely adopted. At that nascent age
of neural networks, one of the earliest applications developed a shallow feed-forward net-
work that predicts protein SS and homology from the amino acid sequences (Bohr et al.,
1988). Other works for SS prediction adopted similar or slightly enhanced neural net-
works (Holley and Karplus, 1989; Kneller et al., 1990). Qian and Sejnowski (1988) con-
ducted one of the influential works for 3-state prediction, reaching a Q3 accuracy of 64.3%.
They based on the fully connected neural networks to develop a cascaded architecture, tak-
ing as input window DNA sequences with orthogonal encoding. There was no significant
progress for 3-state prediction accuracy by neural networks until being improved to 70.8%
by Rost and Sander (1993a,b). Claimed of the marginal influence of free parameters in the
model, Rost and Sander (1993a) accredited their improvement to leveraging evolutionary
information encoded in the input profiles derived from multiple alignments. Riis and Krogh
(1996) achieved a practically identical performance by a structured neural network. They
designed specific networks for each SS class according to biological knowledge and the output
prediction was made from filtering and ensemble averaging. Based on the PSSM generated
by PSI-BLAST, Jones (1999, PSIPRED) used a 2-stage neural network to obtain an av-
erage Q3 score around 77%. Other popular deep learning methods such as bidirectional
recurrent neural networks were also widely applied for protein SS prediction (Baldi et al.,
1999; Pollastri et al., 2002; Magnan and Baldi, 2014).
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Emergent deep architectures for protein SS prediction have been widely explored with
more prior knowledge and various features available. Faraggi et al. (2012, SPINE X) pro-
posed an iterative six-step model, of which the neural network of each step follows similar
structure and is designed for each specific purpose. Spencer et al. (2015) trained an deep
belief network model, in which an additional hidden layer is constructed to facilitate the un-
superivsed layer-by-layer initialization of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). Li and Yu
(2016) designed a cascaded model, which leverages CNN to extracts multi-scale local con-
textual features by different kernel size, then added a BRNN accounting for long-range
dependencies in amino acid sequences to capture global contextual features.
Wang et al. (2016a, DeepCNF) took a large step improving Q3 accuracy above 80% by
extending conditional neural fields (CDFs) to include convolutional designs. DeepCNF is
able to capture both sequence-structure relationships and protein SS label correlation among
adjacent residues. They also achieved Q8 accuracy around 72%, outperforming Q8 accuracy
of 66.4% obtained by a supervised generative stochastic network (Zhou and Troyanskaya,
2014). Busia et al. (2016) explored the model performance of 8-stated prediction from sim-
ple feed-forward networks to the adaptation of recent CNN architectures (e.g. Inception,
ReSNet, and DenseNet). They modified the convolution operators of different scales and
residual connections of successful CNN models in computer vision to suit the protein SS
prediction task, and also highlighted the differences compared to vision tasks. As opposed
to above-mentioned DeepCNF (Wang et al., 2016a) that included interdependencies be-
tween labels of adjacent residues by Conditional Random Field (CRF), Busia et al. (2016)
condition the current prediction to on previous predicted labels by sequence-to-sequence
modeling.
4.4.3 Protein Tertiary Structure and Quality Assessment
The prediction of protein tertiary structure has proven crucial to huamn’s understanding
of protein functions (Breda et al., 2007), and can be applied to, for instance, drug designs
(Jacobson and Sali, 2004). However, experimental methods for determining protein struc-
tures, such as X-ray crystallography, are costly and sometimes impractical. Though the
number of experimentally solved protein structures included in protein data bank (PDB)7
keeps growing, it only account for a small proportion of currently sequenced proteins
(Kryshtafovych and Fidelis, 2009). Thus, a potentially practical approach to fill the gap
between the number of known protein sequences and the number of found protein structures
is through computational modeling.
Two essential challenges in protein structure prediction include the sampling and the
ranking of protein structural models (Cao et al., 2015). Quality assessment (QA) is to
predict the absolute or relative quality of the protein models before the native structure is
available so as to rank them. Some previous research, such as (Ray et al., 2012, ProQ2) and
(Uziela et al., 2016, ProQ3), was conducted based on machine learning models. Recent deep
learning-based work from (Uziela et al., 2017, ProQ3D) achieved substantial improvement
by replacing the SVMs in previous work by DNNs. As opposed to these existing methods
that rely on energy or scoring functions, Nguyen et al. (2014) based solely on geometry
to propose a sparse stacked autoencoder classifier that utilizes the contact map. Another
7. https://www.rcsb.org/
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research by Cao et al. (2016) adopted a deep belief network protein structure prediction.
Their model could be used to evaluate the quality of any protein decoy. Local quality assess-
ment remains to be substantially improved compared with global prediction (Shin et al.,
2017). Liu et al. (2016b) introduced three models based on stacked denoising autoencoders
as benchmark of deep learning methods for assessing quality of individual protein models.
4.4.4 Contact Map
Protein contact map is a binary 2D matrix denoting the spatial closeness of any two
residues in the folded 3D protein structure. Predicting residue-residue contact is thus cur-
cial to protein structure prediction, and has been early studied by shallow neural networks
(Torracinta and Campagne, 2016). Recent works proceeded to deeper networks. Lena et al.
(2012) stacked together multiple standard three-layer feedforward network sharing the same
topology, taking into consideration both spatial and temporal features to predict protein
residueresidue contact. Wang et al. (2017e) also developed an ultra-deep model to predict
protein contacts from amino acids sequence. Their model consists of two deep residual
neural networks that process 1D and 2D features separately and subsequently in order to
consider both sequential and pairwise features into the whole model. Zhang et al. (2017) and
Schreiber et al. (2017) both contributed an open-source multi-modal CNN model for Hi-C
contact map prediction. Zhang et al. (2017, HiCPlus) first interpolated the low-resolution
Hi-C matrix to the size of the high, then trained their model to predict high- from the low-
resolution matrix. The final output were recombined to the entire Hi-C interaction matrix.
Schreiber et al. (2017, Rambutan) predicted Hi-C contacts at high resolution (1 kb) from
nucleotide sequences and DNaseI assay signal data. Their model consists of two arms, with
each arm processing one type of data independently. The learned feature maps are then
concatenated for further combination with genomic distance in the dense layers.
5. Challenges and Opportunities
With the discussion of successes of applications of deep learning in genomics, now we proceed
to discuss some current challenges. As deep learning models are usually over-parametrized,
the performance can be conditional if the models are not appropriately designed according
to the problem. There are multiple worthwhile considerations and techniques involving
model architectures, feature extraction, data limitation, etc., which help deep learning
models to better approach genomics. Here we briefly discuss some current challenges that
deserve attention, and several potential research directions that might shed on light future
development of deep learning applications in genomic research.
5.1 The Nature of Data
An inevitable challenge of transferring the success of deep learning in conventional vision
or text data into genomics is raised due to the nature of the genomic data, such as the
unavailability of true labels due to the lack of knowledge of genetic process, the imbalanced
case and control samples due to the rarity of certain disease, and the heterogeneity of data
due to the expensiveness of large-scale data collection.
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5.1.1 Class-Imbalanced Data
Large-scale biological data that gathered from assorted sources are usually inherently class-
imbalanced. Take epigenetic datasets for example, there are in nature much fewer DNA
methylated regions (DMR) sites than non-DMR sites (Haque et al., 2014). It is also common
in enhancer prediction problem where the number of non-enhancer classes overwhelmingly
exceeds that of enhancer classes (Firpi et al., 2010; Kleftogiannis et al., 2014). This data-
imbalance issue has also been encountered in machine learning methods (Yoon and Kwek,
2005; He and Ma, 2013), while ensemble methods appear to be powerful (Haque et al.,
2014). Sun et al. (2013) applied undersampling method together with majority vote to ad-
dress the imbalanced data distribution inherent in gene expression image annotation tasks.
In deep learning approaches, Al-Stouhi and Reddy (2016) based on boosting to propose an
instance-transfer model to reduce the class-imbalanced influence while also improve the per-
formance by leveraging data from an auxiliary domain. In addition to resorting to ensemble
approaches, researchers can manage to resolve class-imbalanced problem through model pa-
rameters or training process. For instance, Liu et al. (2016a, PEDLA) used an embedded
mechanism utilizing the prior probability of each class directly estimated from the training
data to compensate for the imbalance of classes. Lee and Yoon (2015) presented a method
called boosted contrastive divergence with categorical gradients for training RBMs for class
imbalanced prediction of splice junctions. Singh et al. (2016b) performed data augmenta-
tion by slightly shifting each positive promoter or enhancer within the window since the true
label is not sensitive to these minimal changes. They also designed the training procedure
accordingly to avoid the high false positive rate resulting from the augmented dataset.
5.1.2 Various Data Types
Intuitively, integrating diverse types of data as discriminating features will lead to more
predictive power of the models. For example, Liu et al. (2016a, PEDLA) trained their model
on nine types of data to identify enhancers, including chromatin accessibility (DNase-sseq),
TFs and cofactors (ChIP-seq), histone modifications (ChIP-seq), transcription (RNA-Seq),
DNA methylation (RRBS), sequence signatures, evolutionary conservation, CpG islands,
and occupancy of TFBSs, resulting in better model performance in terms of multiple metrics
compared with existing popular methods. (Angermueller et al., 2017, DeepCpG) predicted
single-cell DNA methylation states by two disparate sub-networks designed accordingly for
CpG sites and DNA sequences.
It pays off to manage to utilize the data of multiple views; though merging the infor-
mation from various data sources challenge the models that could well integrate them, this
effort might provide more information with great chance. More discussions of encompassing
diverse data sources can refer to multi-view learning in Section 3.3.
5.1.3 Heterogeneity and Confounding Correlations
The data in most genomic applications involving medical or clinical are heterogeneous due
to population subgroups, or regional environments. One of the problems of integrating these
different types of data is the underlying interdependencies among these heterogeneous data.
Covariates are sometimes confounding, and render the model prediction inaccurate.
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The Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) is an example where both population-
based confounders (population subgroups with different ancestry) and individual related-
nesses produce spurious correlation among SNPs to the trait of interest. Most existing
statistical methods estimate confounders before performing causal inference. These meth-
ods are based on linear regression (Yu et al., 2006; Astle et al., 2009), linear mixed model
(LMM) (Kang et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2014), or others (Song et al., 2015). Wang et al.
(2017a) tried to upgrade LMM and tested it on biological variable selection and predic-
tion tasks. Though these LMM-based models (e.g. FaST-LMM, Lippert et al., 2011) are
favored by some researchers and mathematically sufficient, their power pales when facing
multiple nonlinear confounding correlations. The assumed Guassian noise might overshad-
ows true underlying causals, and LMM also fails to literally model the variable correlations.
A seemingly more reliable approach is to through generative modeling, e.g. Hao et al.
(2015). Tran and Blei (2017) and Louizos et al. (2017) both based on variational inference
to present an implicit causal models for encoding complex, nonlinear causal relationships,
with consideration of latent confounders. Tran and Blei (2017) optimized their model itera-
tively to estimate confounders and SNPs, and their simulation study suggested a significant
improvement.
On the methodology perspective, several deep learning methods that are not designed
exclusively for confounder correction, such as the domain adversarial learning (Ganin et al.,
2016), select-additive learning (Wang et al., 2017c), and confounder filtering (Wu et al.,
2018), can be re-used, once the identification of confounder is presented.
5.2 Feature Extraction
Deep learning that performs automatic feature extraction saves great efforts of choosing
hand-engineered features, Torng and Altman (2017) also discussed the superiority of au-
tomatically generated features over manually selected features. However, in practice, it is
unfortunately time-consuming to directly learning features from genomic sequences when
complex interdependences and long range interactions are taken into consideration. Re-
searchers might still resort to task-specific feature extraction before automatic feature de-
tection, which could strongly facilitate the model if skillfully designed.
5.2.1 Mathematical Feature Extraction
Techniques borrowed from mathematics have great potentials to interpret the complex bio-
logical structures behind data that otherwise will hinder the generalization of deep learning.
For example, topology is a promising choice to untangle the geometric complexity underlying
the 3D biomolecular structure of protein (Cang and Wei, 2017), and homology detection has
been widely applied to protein classification problems (Hochreiter et al., 2007; Cang et al.,
2015). DeepMethyl (Wang et al., 2016b) was developed as deep learning software using fea-
tures derived from 3D genome topology and DNA sequence patterns. It is based on stacked
denoising autoencoders and is applied to predict methylation states of DNA CpG dinu-
cleotides. Cang and Wei (2017) introduced element specific persistent homology (ESPH)
into convolutional neural networks to predict protein-ligand binding affinities and protein
stability changes upon mutation, including globular protein mutation impacts and mem-
brane protein mutations impacts.
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5.2.2 Feature Represetation
By conceptual analogy of the fact that humans communicate through languages, biological
organisms convey information within and between cells through information encoded in bi-
ological sequences. To understand this language of life, Asgari and Mofrad (2015) designed
BioVec, an unsupervised data-driven feature representation method, which embeds each
trigram of biological sequence in an 100-dimensional vector that characterizes biophysical
and biochemical properties of sequences. BioVec was trained by a variant of MLP adapted
from word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b,a), a typical method in natural language processing.
Ng (2017) furhter utilized shallow two-layer neural networks to compute the representa-
tion of variable-length k-mers of DNA sequences that is consistent across different lengths.
In contrast to representation by BioVec for individual kmers, Kimothi et al. (2016) based
on doc2vec algorithm, an extension of word2vec, to proposed distributed representation of
complete protein sequence, and successfully applied to protein classification following the
settings of Asgari and Mofrad (2015). These types of feature representation have potential
to facilitate the work of genomics.
6. Conclusion and Outlook
Genomics is a challenging application area of deep learning that encounters unique chal-
lenges compared to other fields such as vision, audio, and text processing, since we have
limited abilities to interpret the genomic information but expect from deep learning a super-
human intelligence that explores beyond our knowledge. Yet deep learning is undoubtedly
an auspicious direction that has constantly rejuvenated and moved forward the genomic
research in recent years. As discussed in this review, recent breakthroughs of deep learn-
ing applications in genomics have surpassed many previous state-of-the-art computational
methods with regard to predictive performance, though slightly lag behind traditional sta-
tistical inferences in terms of interpretation.
Cuurent applications, however, have not brought about a watershed revolution in ge-
nomic research. The predictive performances in most problems have not reach the expec-
tation for real-world applications, neither have the interpretations of these abstruse models
elucidate insightful knowledge. A plethora of new deep learning methods is constantly being
proposed but awaits artful applications in genomics. By careful selection of data sources
and features, or appropriate design of model structures, deep learning can be driven towards
a bright direction which produces more accurate and interpretable prediction. We need to
bear in mind numerous challenges beyond simply improving predictive accuracy to seek for
essential advancements and revolutions in deep learning for genomics.
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